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ABSTRACT

The observed small-angle light scattering (GALS) from spherulites is described by the theory of an anisotropic spheroid In
an Isotropic medlum .The theory and application of smell-angle light scattering was reviewed because of its value as a
technique for the characterization of starches and apherulltic polymer studies .On the basis of SALS theory the experimental
arrangement is established and photometric measurement on starches le presented.

Total number of112 taro starches were characterized in terms of average particle size ranging from 3-50
microns in order to establish the size/affect relationship in starch polymer composite . Out of the total number of
starches mentioned , the results of four taros are presented In our report.

INTRODUCTION
Radiation methods of analysis are among the most
useful for obtaining information on structural
ordering in crystalline polymers .One of the newest
of such methods is small-angle light scattering
(SALS) [1] which utilizes radiation of wavelengths
in the range of visible light (4000-8000A) .Structural
aggregates of the order of 0.1 micron can be
investigated and important knowledge regarding the
structure of the material may often be acquired
from the distribution of the scattered light or the
scattering envelope .The latter can be obtained in a
rapid and convenient manner by using high intensity
lasers as light sources and photographic film for
collecting the scattered light [2] .The scattering
method is fast and non-destructive and allows the
following of deformations in solid material which
may take place in a fraction of a second [3] .It is
useful in elucidating the structure of materials and
relating it to physical properties of the
polymer . Consequently ,more and more investigators
are utilizing light scattering methods in conjunction
with other structural methods such as optical and
electron microscopy and electron and x-ray

diffraction for obtaining supramolecular structural
information.

Crystallization in high polymers may be
followed by observing the change in the scattering
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envelope during the process [4] .Unoriented
polymer often contains small crystalline regions
which are roughly spherical in shape and where the
crystallites have their optic arcs in a fixed
orientation with respect to the radions of the sphere
[5] .Such spherulitic systems have been extensively
explored by the scattering technique .Stein et al.[6-8]
have shown how distinct scattering envelopes are
created which are dependent on the orientation of
the spherulites optic ares .For example ,on the basis
of scattering data they have recently proposed an
internal organization of polytetrafluoroethylene
spherulites [9].Samuels [9] has used the technique
to distinguish between different kinds of spherulites
of the same polymer.The sphape of the scattering
envelope depends on the shape of the scattering
bodies,Thus ,Picot [101 distinguished disc like
spherulites from spherical ones ,purely on the basis
of scattering envelopes .One of the most extensive
scattering studies of spherulites is due to Keijzers
[11] .He showed how such systems might be
characterized by means of "correlation" distance ,as
originally introduced by Debye and Bueche 1121 for
the characterization of density fluctuations ,solids ,
and later extended by other authors [13,141 to
include anisotropy fluctuations as well .It is ,
however ,often necessary to record absolute
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scattered intensities by means of a photometer in
order to obtain the required information.
Unfortunately ,this eliminates the advantages of the
rapidity of the photographic procedure.

Natural polymers have also been investigated
by light scattering [15,16].Among these ,starch is
spherulitic and it has been demonstrated [17] that
scattering envelopes ,comparable to those produced
by spherulitic synthetic polymer films ,can be
obtained .In a sample of starch the spherulites are
separate and not part of a polymer matrix as is the
case for synthetic polymer films .Thus ,various
aspects of the scattering theory of Stein et at ,(6,7]
investigated by Horeb [18] ,and the scattering
bodies,were irradiated singly as well as collectively.
This allows a convenient isolation of the scattering
area and the obtaining of scattered intensities
without interference from other structures in the
scattering beam ;a procedure which is normally
difficult to achieve using a solid polymer film.

Theory of SALS
A theory describing the observed small-angle light
scattering (SALS) from optically anisotropic
spheres was first derived in the 1960's [6] .This
theory described the scattering behaviour under two
experimental optical conditions denoted Hv SALS
and Vv SALS .The first ,Hv SALS ,occurs when an
analyzer and polarizer are crossed .Here scattering is
dependent only on the size and shape of the
scattering particle.The second Vv SALS ,requires
that the polarizer and analyzer be parallel.
Scattering is much more complicated under Vv
SALS conditions,as it depends on factors other
than the size of the birefringent scatterers.

A spherulite is a three-dimensional ,
spherically symmetrical aggregate of crystalline and
non-crystalline poiymer .Thus any theory which
purports to describe SALS behaviour of spherulites
must use as its model the known three-dimensional
structure of the spherulite as observed by light and
electron microscopy.The amplitude method for
calculating the intesity envelope of scattered
radiation is most useful for the theoretical small-
angle light scattering approach since it requires a
model for its derivation.By choosing a modelwhich
realistically represents the known morphological

chracteristics of the spherulites ,the observed
SALS behaviour from spherulites should bh
predictable.
Since the undeformed spherulite is spherical ,the
simplest model to which to apply the amplitude
method to describe the observed scattering
behaviour would be that of a uniform isotropic
sphere of polarizability ao and radius Ro .Starting
With this model ,the following expression is
obtained for the scattering intensity [19].

I = AVo2ao2 [(31U 3)(sinU-UcosU)] 2

where I is the intensity ,A is a proportionality
constant ,and Vo is the volume of the isotropic
sphere.The shape factor is:

U=(4arRolx)sin(912)

	

( 1 )

,1.-denoting thewavelength of light in the medium
and 9 the polar scattering angle (Figure 1).

The undeformed spherulite is not isotropic ,
instead it has different radial and tangential
refractive indices due to the ordered arrangements
of anistropic crystallites along its radii .Thus a more
reasonable model with which to represent the
undeformed spherulite is that of an anisotropic
sphere.

Stein and Rhodes [6] first considered the
problem of the SALS patterns to be expected from
a homogeneous anistropic sphere in an isotropic or
anisotropic medium.They assumed in their
derivation that the optic axis was parallel to the
radial fibril axis ,and that there was rotational
symmetry in the plane perpendicular to the fibril
axis (a uniaxial indication) .Later ,Van Aartsen [20]
rederived their equations and extended them to
include the case where the angle between the optic
axis and the radial fibril direction (defined
asfi)couldbe 90°.The correct form of the equations
relating the intensity of the scattered light to the
optical parameters ,for the case where the optic
axis is parallel to the radial fibril axis (this
corresponds to Stein and Rhodes original
restrictions ,inc. ,6=0° are:

IVv =Ap2Ve2(31U3) 2 {(ai - i )(SiU-sinU)+(a2-cra2)x
(2sinU- UcosU- SiU)+ (a t - aa)[cos 2 (912)1
cos9]eas a x(4sinU-UcosU-3SiU)} 2	(2)
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1 Hv = Ap 2V2 (31U3) 2 {(at -a2)[cos2 (e12)/cose]sinp
col u x (4sinU-UcosU-3SiU)}2

	

(3)

where Vo is the volume of the anisotropic sphere ,O
and p are the radial and azimuthal scattering angles ,
and A is a proportionality oonatant .SiU is:

SiU=f (sinx )dx

	

(4)

and is solved as a series of expansion sum for
computational purposea.U has the same definition
as in the isotropic sphere model e.g.formula 1 with
Ra now the radius of the anisotropic sphere.U has
the same definition for both the isotropic and
anisotropic sphere models, since U depends only
on the shape of the model .p is a geometric
polarization correction term defined as:

p = cos9(cos2e+sin2ecas2p)•112	(5)

the term at a2 a.t and sea are polarizability terms.
Van Aarsten [20) overlooked the SALS theory and
thus he concluded that equations (2) and (3) were
"directly comparable" to that derived by Stein and
Rhodes earlier.However , in the Stein - Rhodes
equations for IHv and Iv„ the term (a l, - a2) is
written as (a, - a,) .Though this small error will have
no effect on the evaluation of Hv SALS patterns ,it
has serious consequences for the evaluation of Vv
SALS patterns [21].

He derived the correct equation as follows:

IVv=Ap2 Vfl2(31t13) 2 {(al -cco)(SiU- sinU)+(ate) x
(2sinU-UcosU-SiU) + (at -az) x [(cos2 (6t2)IcosO)]
cos2p(4sinU-UcosU-3SiU)} 2	(6)

INv = Ae2Vs2 (31U3) 2 {(a,-a2 )[cos 2 (012)lcosOlsinp
cusp x(4sinU-UcosU-3SiU)12

	

(7 )

Equation (2) and (6) for IVv and equations (3) and
(7) for IHv are now indentical when examined in
terms of the fibril polarizabilities a,. and al.

In the Hv SALS relations ,equations (3) and
(7) the magnitude of A and (a . - a,) affect only the
absolute magnitude of the calculated intensity and
not the position of Omax .Thus these parameters do
not influence the calculation of spherulite size
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from the Hv SALS patterns .Therefore the correct
form of three-dimensional small-angle light
scattering equations for anisotropic spheres are
equations (6)and (7).

Figure 1 :Schetnatic diagram of the SALS system

The characteristic behaviour of the Hv SALS
pattern is determined theoretically by the form of
the shape factor ,U.In an undeformed film the

spherulite is spherical in shape and the shape
factor takes the form of equation (1) owing to the
dependence of the terms (31U 3)(4sinU-UcosU-
3SiU) in the Hv equation on U ,a maximum
intensity will always be observed at a value of
U=4.09.This means the average spherulite radius
can be obtained from the Hv SALS pattern ,since
the distance from the centre of the Hv SALS
pattern to the intensity maximum of one of the
lobes,in conjunction with the known sample to film
distance ,is a measure of the polar angle
Omax.Once the value of the polar angle ,Omax ,has
been obtained ,the value of Rs can be calculated by
using the equation:

Rs (sphere) =1 .025dlsrsin(Bmax12)

	

(8)

Since the polar angle 9max ,at which maximum
intensity appears ,is inversely proportional to the
radius Ro ,of the spherulite ,small spherulites will
have a clover leaf pattern with maxima at large
radial angles while large spherulites will have
maxima at small radial angles .These Hv SALS
patterns were obtained by keeping the sample - to -
film distance constant during the experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL
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Light scattering Technique for Particle Size
Measurement
The experimental arrangement was as shown in
Figure 2.
The light source was He - Ne gas laser model B171L
with the following specifications:

Power output

	

1 milliwatt uniphase
Wavelength

	

6328 A'
Mirror

	

one spherical and one
Configuration

	

plane mirror forming a
hemispherical resonator

Laser tube

	

D.C . incited
Beam diameter

	

2 mm at exit aperture

(manufactured by Scientific and Cook Electronics
Ltd) .

The laser was mounted on an optical bench
with laser beam parallel to the bench axis so that
its vertical position could be adjusted .As it was
difficult to obtain an incident beam of reasonably
uniform intensity profile ,the scattering sample was
positioned at a relatively long distance (50 cm)from
the light source and a pinhole used to eliminate
extraneous scattering from the main beam
itself.The sample holder was adjustable in a plane
normal to the beam axes by means of adjustable
mountings with vertical and horizontal travel
motions .The scattered ray passed through a
polaroid analyzer attached to the sample holder.

Small - angle light scattering patterns are
obtained when a beam of laser light is directed in a
perpendicular manner at a thin flat sample of a
dispersion of a spherulitic substance in liquid of
matching refractive index-It is necessary to place an
analyzer between the sample and the screen or
detector system

To process the result quickly an apparatus was
devised to automate data collection .Electronics
were designed and constructed by G.Griffin with the
Electronics Service Facility of the Electrical
Engineering Department at Brunel University .The
principle of the design of the apparatus was to
arrange for a photodetector to scan the image and
to convert the detector intensity signals together
with detector coordinated into a binary Et-bit ASC T_I
code so as to drive a paper type punch.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the

Figure 2 :Apparatus used in the small - angle light
scattering experiments

involved electronics .The detector output
particularly for a weak diffraction pattern was
rather small , sometimes only a few microvolts .ln
order to provide high amplification of these weak
signals a tuned A.C. amplifier was used .This
necessitated converting the D.C . signal from the
detector to an A.C. signal which was achieved by
chopping the laser beam at the frequency of the
tuned amplifier (2,200 HZ) ,using a rotating
chopper disc driven by a synchronous motor.The
final stages of the amplifier converted the A.C.
signal back to a D .C . one ,which was then at the
level (0-10V) required to drive an AID converter.

Digital circuits in the control box provide
drive signals for a stepping motor that positioned
the horizontal axis of the photodetector.The
position of the photodetector horizontal was
manually adjusted and its numerical value was
entered into the control box by a thumb wheel
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operated decimal to binary encoder-Ail the
information was then in binary form with two
characters for each of the horizontal and vertical
positions and three characters for the photo -
detector signal .Each of the seven 4-bit binary
characters as multiplanedwould then be added to
four extra bits of information ,three of which
indicate numerals and are fixed and one parity bit
for error correction as required .The information
was then fed,bit-parallel ,character-serial to a
paper tape punch.Each act of encoding (seven
characters sampled and printed) was initiated by an
internal clock derived from the horizontal axis
counter.The logic programming in the control box
consisted of various counters and gates which
controlled the sequence of events and responded
to any manual input signals from the control
buttons and also to signals ,from the limit switches
on the horizontal traverse .

Sample Preparation for Light Scattering Studies
The starch samples were all available in the form of
dry granular powders.They were further dried in a
vacuum oven before mounting for the light
scattering experiments .The suspensions of the
starch were prepared by adding a weighed amount
of the starch to a known weight of tung oil selected
because it possessed . a refractive index of 1 .54.This
value was close to the average refractive index of
the starch granules (other mounting fluids were
used under the same conditions) .Either a
microscope slide and a cover slip or two
microscope slides were used to mount a sample of
starch granules suspended in tung oil and the slides
were sealed off using ohu adhesive.

The refractive indices of the starch granules
were measured by optical microscopy using the
Becke test [22) .The refractive index of the
immersion liquids were measured in a Bausch and
Lamb Abbe refractometer.

r

	

Y count DEC18inary encoder
r

	

X counter ,Digital readout

	

.

Nine convener circuits

0/+5v to 01+50v

Stepper - Motor
Translator

Multiplexer

Punch signals conditioner
data and trip

Logic programming
counters ,gates and latches

manual.
control
switches

}, t k

Figure 3:Schematic diagram of laser light scattering apparatus digital electronics
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Starch Sample Analysis
Small -angle light scattering can replacecertain
microscopic starch sample analysismethodr .The
scattering envelope from a sample of granules it the
result of contributions from all the granules in the
scattering beam whereas in the optical Microscope
the granules are viewed individually and in "optical
sections " projected on to the plane of focus.
Scattering analysis is therefore faster whenever
collective properties of the granular collection are
sought and when it can be demonstrated that this
property ,as derived from scattering analysis ,is a

reliable average measure.This has been shown for
the average size of a granular sample ]17].

The size of a apherulite 'obtained by
scattering may be derived by equations [3) and (7)
and it is often used as an approximation for the
average size of spherulites in polymeric film
[6,7,9,11].

The results of Samuels [21] demonstrate
conclusively that the SALS theory of anisotropic
spheres ,as represented by equation (2) correctly
represents the observed scattering from spherulites.

Hv Scattering from Starch Granules
The Hv scattering pattern was obtained when
polarizer and analyser were crossed .The intensity
of the scattered light was measured as explained
above .

Using the granule - backing obtained by
measurement in the optical microscope (R=1-1 ,
1 .25 ,1 .64 ,2 .5 ,5) ,the scattering intensity predicted
by equation (7) was calculated and is plotted in
Figures 4 ,5 ,6 and 7 .The intensity for only one
lobe was calculated since the pattern is four-fold
symmetric.

The similarity with the experimentally
recorded intensity is obvious in Figures 44 ,and
the conclusion is therefore drawn that the Stein -
Rhodes equation (7) accurately predicts the
scattering envelope of the starch granules.
However, the direct application of equation (7) is
always complicated by the presence of a
distribution of particle sizes and the necessity of
adopting average value of R.

For a collection of granules the complication

that arises because larger granules contribute more
to the scattering envelope is illustrated in Figures 6
and 7 .The figures indicate that the value of R
obtained experimentally is slightly higher than,the
theory predicts-However the analysis of the single
granule scattering envelope by Borch [23]
demonstrates that the disagreement is notdue to
an inadequacy of the scattering theory (there is ,
however ,a discrepancy due to anisotropy
fluctuations ,which depend upon the granule size).

Borch [23] in comparing the scattering
envelopes of single granules and granular samples

showed that for the single granule the envelopes
appear much more 'grainy" or non - homogeneous.
Thp non - homogeneity of the pattern is dependent
on the number of scattering bodies in the beam ,
since it is not observable for a granular sample it
was proposed that this effect is due to an interaction
between the incoming and the scattered beams [24 ,
25j .When several bodies are located in the
scattering beams the effect is destroyed because of
the random positions of the particles which partially

Figure 4 :Plot of radial angle vs . 1Hv (arbitrary
units)ror R = 1.1
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destroy distinct phase relationships created by a
single particle.

Influence of Granule Shape on the Hv Scattering
The Stein - Rhodes equation is derived for a perfect
spherical body possessing a centre of symmetry.
However ,many starch varieties consist of granules
of nonspherical shape due to the occurrence of
preferred growth directions.Potato starch samples
which contain a significant number of such
deformed granules produce the four-fold
symmetric clover leaf like the much more spherical
shaped granules of taros .

envelope is limited .The structure of the native
granule is at present unknown and many
conflicting hypotheses have been proposed in the
past .Small - angle light scattering techniques at
least contributed towards eliminating some of these
hypotheses even if it is unable to produce concrete
evidence for a particular structure .However ,Hv
scattering proved to be quite good for
measurement of average particle sire.

Figure S :PIot or radial angle vs . lnv (arbitrary
untts)ror R = 1.dd

Granule Structure
Although the scattering technique represents a
significant advance in analysis of the starch
granules the information regarding the granular
structure which may be derived from Hy scattering
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Figure 6 :Plot of radial angle vs . 1Hv (arbitrary

units)for R = 2.s

Intensities obtained from experiments were
analysed by computer to obtain a least - squares fit
to an equation of the form:
Y = ax' + bx•- t + cx°• 2 ,since the curve was
assumed to be roughly parabolic around the
maximum so that the above equation could be
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reduced to the quadratic equation .From this
equation the maximum was calculated as part of
the computerprogramme used in the above curve
fitting analysis.This meant that average spherulite
radius could be obtained from the Hv SALS
pattenn_'Ihe distance from the centre of Hv SALS
pattern to the intensity maximum of one of the
lobes,in conjunction with the known sample to film
distance ,can be used to calculate the polar angle.
Once the value of the polar angle Amax ,has been
obtained ,the value of Ra can be calculated by
using the equation Ro = 1 .025xbrr sin(Omaxi2).

Figure 7 :Plot of radial angle we . 1Hv (arbitrary
unlta)lbr R = 5

CONCLUSIONI
The present theory suggested a photometric
method for interpretation of the Hv SALS patterns
from spherulitic materials .On the basis of this
theory the photometric apparatus constructed for
this investigation was of high precision and
therefore ,can be used for the determination of Ra
of an unknown spherulitic sample.

The results obtained from this apparatus were
compared with results obtained-from electron and
light microscopy [26].

The results demonstrate that data obtained

from the technique of SALS are similar to results
obtained from electron and light microscopy .The
SALS technique is quite fast which makes it suitable
for quality control on production line.
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